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ABSTRACT  

The paper shows a numerical attempt made with Genetic Algorithm which is of non gradient nature in processing a noisy 

data of a stochastic scientific investigation.  The formal modeling through differential equations causes so many 

challenging difficulties in the analysis and computation of the phenomenal issues.  The conclusions of any engineering or 

scientific experiments can be carried out by the computation of parameters involved in the driving process of 

phenomenon followed in the experimentation of scientific problem.  The data generated in the process may be associated 

with unavoidable noise.  The noisy environment can be made minimal by adjusting the scientific configuration with a 

periodic repetition of the experimental process which becomes a most cost effective effort to be carried out. The present 

work is executed with MATLAB programming and mathematical parameters have been estimated through ORIGIN tool.  

The data used in the paper is a model experiment of stochastic nature driven by a sinusoidal function.  The outcome 

generated through Genetic Algorithm on initial data without repeating the experiment is estimated to be approximately 

equivalent to, that after 100 times repetition of the experimental process. The research findings attained in the present 

investigations are found to be 10 to 20 times improvement in the GA attempted data.    
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INTRODUCTION  

The formal mathematical modeling with differential equations is generally deployed for the treatment of any 

engineering or scientific experimental analysis. The approach is faced by many challenging tasks to overcome 

the mathematical difficulties such as computational time and the problem of local minimum.  

Non-formal mathematical methods such as evolutionary computational methods are most advanced 

mathematical tools for analyzing the experimental analysis (1, 2, 3 and 4).  A Genetic Algorithm searches for 

good solutions to a problem by maintaining a population of candidate solutions (suitably encoded), and 

creating subsequent generations by selecting (on average) the current best solutions and using operators like 

crossover and mutation to create new candidate solutions. Thus, better and better solutions are “evolved” over 

time. 

 

GENETIC ALGORITHM 

In the Genetic Algorithms, First, a suitable encoding (a set of genotypes) needs to be chosen to represent 

candidate solutions to the given problem.  Next, an appropriate fitness function needs to be constructed.  This 

function is used to translate a genotype to its corresponding candidate solution, and then evaluate this solution 

on the given problem.  A “better” solution will have a higher fitness value. The choice of representation and 

the construction of the fitness function depends, of course, largely on the problem at hand [5,6].  For a given 

representation and fitness function, the algorithm roughly works as follows:  

a. Initialization:  Initialize a population of P individuals (genotypes) at random. 

b. Fitness assignment:  Evaluate the individuals in the current population (calculate their fitness values) 

using the fitness function. 

c. Selection:  Create a (temporary) mating pool of “parents” by selecting (with replacement) P individuals 

from the current population, placing a copy of each selected individual in the mating pool. The 

probability of an individual being selected is proportional to its fitness relative to the rest of the 

population (highly fit ones might get selected more than once, less fit ones less often or not at all). 
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d. Reproduction: While there are still parents in the mating pool, do: 

i. Take the next two parents from the mating pool. 

ii. Perform crossover on these two parents, creating two “children”. 

iii. With a small probability, apply mutation to the children. 

iv. Place the children in the new population. 

e. Replacement:  Replace the old population with the new population. 

f. Repeat:  Go back to step 2, unless some stopping criterion is reached (e.g., a certain number of 

generations or a certain level of fitness). 

g. Stop:  Return the best individual in the final population. 

  

METHOD OF IMPLEMENTATION  

The problem has been formulated as discrete input data generated by a model experiment driven by 

mathematical sinusoidal function as it governs a scientific phenomenal issue. An objective function or fitness 

function is to be designed as Least Mean Square of predicted and actual value in series of data[6,7].  

As from the regular literature of the proposed Genetic Algorithm, an appropriate objective function of mean 

square error has been framed as per the goal of the proposed numerical investigation. A matrix of random 

numbers treated as chromosomes have been made update as per condition given in the algorithm.  The fittest 

survival of the matrix updated numbers will lead to the process towards the objective function directed in the 

modeling of the present problem.  
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Fig.1:  Simulated data points with noisy environment  
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Fig.2:  Data points with noisy environment (black) and GA output data points (red) 

The problem has been formulated as discrete input data generated by a model experiment driven by 

mathematical sinusoidal function as it governs a scientific phenomenal issue.  An objective function or fitness 

function is to be designed as Least Mean Square of predicted and actual value in series of data [6,7].  As from 

the regular literature of the proposed Genetic Algorithm, an appropriate objective function MSE has been 

framed as per the goal of the proposed numerical investigation. A matrix of random numbers treated as 

chromosomes have been made update as per condition given in the algorithm. The fittest survival of the 

matrix updated numbers will lead to the process towards the objective function directed in the modeling of the 

present problem.  
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Fig.3:  Data points with maximum noisy environment and GA applied data points 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The non-formal mathematical approach with Genetic Algorithm plays a vital role in the analysis of scientific 

and engineering applications. The attempt reveals the power of the proposed mathematical methods in the 

evaluation and analysis of any engineering or scientific data.  The simulated data obtained in the investigation 

of the present numerical study are shown in the figures 1 to 3.  The MSE designed as an objective function is 

set to be 0.005. The simulations are made with different magnitudes of noisy environments as per the earlier 

studies [8].  The data points of both input and output of proposed algorithm have been plotted in black and red 

colour respectively in the figure 5. The presentation of data points in the figure 5 shows that there is no change 

in line shape of the functional form of the spectrum.    
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Fig.4: Simulated input data points fort GA along with Origin curve fit. 
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Fig.5: Filtered data points with GA applied process along with Origin curve fit. 
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The numerical computation is executed with MATLAB programming and certain parameters involved in the 

functional process of scientific phenomenon have been estimated with ORIGIN software. Figure 4 shows 

curve fitted raw data with high noise background and the  average variance of the parameters is found to be 

0.21. The filtered data generated with proposed technique is shown in the figure 5 along with variance of 

parameters. The average variance in the filtered data is found to be 0.03.  The curve fitting of the both raw 

data and filtered data in ORIGIN reveals the enhancement in the precision of estimated parameters. The 

efficiency of algorithm has been evaluated by the degree of precision improved before and after the 

application of Genetic Algorithm on the data. The interesting point to be noted in the study is that degree of 

accuracy is found to be improved by 3 to 4 times. 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

           The present study establishes a mathematical instrumental platform in a non- gradient approach for 

simulated data in engineering and scientific environment.  The degree of accuracy in the estimation of 

parameters of interest is enhanced with the implementation of proposed Genetic Algorithm.  Local minima 

problems are avoided upto a considerable level, as the proposed technique is of gradient free nature.  The 

number of iterations gets reduced as it is free from mathematical differential method. 
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